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Mark Scheme

Q1.          
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Q2.          

Q3.          
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Q4.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
A suggestion including
3 of the following:

Predation /
disease (1)

change in
environmental
conditions (1)

Accept named environmental change /
climate change

Accept food source eaten by other
animals / humans

Accept unable to fly so cannot escape

(3)
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loss of food
source / reduced
food source (1)

increased
competition (1)

limited
adaptations /
survival of the
fittest (1)

unable to
reproduce /
reproduce less
(1)

Q5.          

Q6.          
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Q7.          
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Q8.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
A suggestion including any three
linked points

ref to use of enzymes (1)

isolate / remove /cut out gene /
DNA (for resistance)(1)

(coding for) enzyme (1)

from bacteria (1)

insertion of gene / DNA into
crops / plants (1)

Any named enzyme must be in correct
context.

Ignore plasmids

Reject replace

(3)

Q9.          
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Q10.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) (i) flavonoids / bioflavonoids anthocyanins

antioxidants
(1)

(a) (ii) A a gene from another species (1)

Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(b) A description including some of the following points

genetic modification

transferring a gene from one organism to another
restriction enzymes to cut the gene out
plasmids used to carry gene
sticky ends to join complementary bases
ligase to join the DNA

use of Agrobacterium

Agrobacteriumis a vector (for the gene)
the Agrobacteriumhas a suitable gene added to it
example of a suitable gene eg drought resistance / insect
resistance / larger yield / for flavonoids
Agrobacteriumnaturally invades plant cells
its DNA is incorporated into the plant's DNA

production of plants

plant sprayed with Agrobacterium
crown gall (formed)
crown gall is cut into small pieces

leaf discs are incubated with Agrobacterium

(crown gall tissue / leaf discs) grown in tissue culture
explants
grown into crops

(6)

 

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description of at least one of the areas involved in creating

transgenic plants. Steps may be missing or out of sequence.
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description of at least two of the areas involved in creating
transgenic plants or a detailed description of one area involved in
creating transgenic plants
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description of the genetic modification, use and production
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of transgenic plants. Steps should be in sequence.
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(c) An explanation of one advantage

fortwo marks

crop produces a toxin that kills
insects (that eat plant)(1)
so less damage by insect /
increased crop yield (1)
less man-made chemicals used
/ specific to pests / less
pollution (1)

An explanation of one disadvantage
fortwo marks

cross pollination / fertilisation
with other plants (species) (1)
producing weeds that contain
the toxin(1)
non target organisms may be
affected (1)

OR

idea of large areas of
monocultures (1)
reduction in insect numbers /
biodiversity (1)
negative impact on food
chains (1)

OR

GM crops cost more (1)
Farmers cannot afford them /
become reliant on them (1)

accept references to ICP

accept does not kill other insects

(4)

Q11.          

Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) A suggestion including any three

linked points
Any named enzyme must be in correct

(3)
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ref to use of enzymes (1)

isolate / remove /cut out gene /
DNA (for resistance)(1)

(coding for) enzyme (1)

from bacteria (1)

insertion of gene / DNA into
crops / plants (1)

context.

Ignore plasmids

Reject replace

(b) in the phloem (1) Accept phonetic spelling e.g. phloem
/flowem

(1)
(c)(i) A description including two of the

following points

0 to 10/11 no effect / change /
difference (1)

10/11 to 28 / 29/30 decrease
in mass / yield (1)

Over 28 / 29/30 no change (1)

Accept decreases for 1 mark (if no
other marks awarded)

ecf throughout

(2)

(c)(ii) B - 30 arbitrary units (1)
(d)(i) number of speciesincrease /

go up (1)
Ignore number of weeds

(1)

(d)(ii) Suggestions including two of the
following linked points

increased use of
herbicideresistant crops (1)

increased use (concentration /
time) of herbicide (1)

ref to transfer of genes into
weeds from other plants /
cross pollination (1)

mutation(1)

Ignore ref to evolution / natural
selection
Ignore immune (to herbicide)

Accept a description eg continued use
of herbicide

Accept cross breeding / reproduction /
contamination

(2)
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